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We are your count IT
Tailor-made IT solutions within weeks
Continued solution maintenance 
Independent private network
Avoid issues/ticket backlogs
24/7 technical assistance

IT Support

Flexible scheduling, count when you want.
Report library
Plug-and-play tech setup
Ability to pre-count with scanners
Remote visibility of the entire count process (pre-
count to post-count)

Store Operations

Control who is in your store
Quicker indication of annual shrink
Configurable controls to ensure count accuracy
SKU level and piece count auditing
DART Smart trend analysis

Loss Prevention

SOC1 Compliant
Collaboration with the Big 4 accounting firms
30-60% reduction in ownership costs
Real-time data & results
Predictable Cost- Enterprise Service Agreement

Internal Audits

Value for Retailers

Customers typically save
between 25-50 percent on the
total cost of ownership when
making the move to self-scan
counts.

Cost 
Reduction

Count when you want —
regardless of whether you
count on a spread schedule
or all in one month. Your
dedicated Customer Success
Manager will help you
schedule, execute, and recap
your counts.

Scheduling 
Flexibility 

Ensures enhanced inventory
management by tracking your
count progress from
anywhere. This includes
auditing and balancing
reports to ensure the integrity
of your count, role-based
access, employee monitoring,
progress alerts, and more.

Real Time 
Visibility

Plug & Play 
Technology

Why Choose Us

Datascan delivers a suite of inventory count services, including self-scan, hybrid counts with labor,
and RFID technology. We aim to help our partners count HOW and WHEN they want. Our offerings
emphasize real-time visibility and best-in-class plug-and-play technology, complemented by our in-
house scanners and round-the-clock customer service, all designed to be simple and easy to use.

Easy to use. Accessible to our
retailers. Efficient at delivering
results.

Hassle-free implementation: 
No heavy lifting for your IT,
comprehensive training, and a
rich resource library. Plus, our
DART Connect platform
supports a flexible BYOD
approach.


